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Convert scanned documents and images into edited word, pdf, excel and Txt (Text) output formats If you need to recognize more pages, please sign up Upload files to recognize or drag them on this page Select PDF files, jpg, bmp, GIF, jp2, jpeg, pbm, pcx, pgm, png, ppm, tga, tiff, wbmp
Step 1 Select files from computer, Google Drive, Dropbox, URL or by dragging it on the page Also select any desired output format, such as .doc (supported by more than 10 text formats) Step 3 Click Recognize and then download the file with recognized text ABBYY is leading a provider
of technology and solutions for information action, including optical character recognition (OCR), data collection and language-based analytics software, thousands of organizations and more than 40 million individual customers worldwide use ABBYY products to automate time and time-
consuming tasks. Companies that license ABBYY technologies include BancTec, Canon, Hewlett-Packard, Microsoft, Samsung Electronics and more. ABBYY OCR applications come with equipment from the world's leading manufacturers such as Epson, Fujitsu, Microtek, Panasonic, PFU,
Plustek, Ricoh, Toshiba and Xerox. Learn more about ABBYY and ABBYY products - OCR.space Online OCR converts text document scanning or (smartphone) images into edited files using optical character recognition (OCR). OCR software can also get text from the PDF. Our Online
OCR service is free to use and no registration required. Just download the image files. OCR software accepts images of JPG, PNG, GIF or PDF as input documents. THE OCR PDF supports multi-page documents and multi-stage text. The only limitation of free online OCR is that the
image/PDF should not be larger than 5MB. If you need to automate OCR and process a lot of documents, don't web-scratch this page. It's made for people, not computers. Instead, please use the free OCR API provided. Your data is safe: this Online OCR and OCR API does not store any
data as stated in our strict privacy policy. Supported OCR languages: For the best OCR results, choose the right OCR language for the document. Please don't submit handwritten documents to this converter. This OnlineOCR service, like any available OCR software, can only process
printed documents. For the best results with images that contain only numbers (Number OCR), try Chinese or Korean as an OCR. If you want to convert large PDF documents without page or size, you can subscribe to our PRO PDF plan. In addition to the PRO version of the API, The plan
includes a custom form of OCR just like on this page, but without the limitations of the page and size. In this way, you can use the power of our OCR PDF solution even without using the OCR API directly, at no additional cost. If you have any questions, please contact us. Us. it's a free
online OCR (Optical Character Recognition) service that can analyze text in any image file you upload and then convert text from image to text, which you can easily edit on your computer FeaturesUnlimited uploadsNo registration requiredKeeps your data safe and secure (all your files will
be removed from the server) Based on Tesseract OCR engine122 recognition languages and fonts supportMulti-recognition languageMatematic recognition of equationsThe analysis of the layout (multi-million text recognition) Selection area on the page for the rotation of OCRPage:/anti-
clockwise 90, 180Decons various ways to display and process received textDownload as fileEdit in Google DocsTrans using Google Translate or Bing TranslatorPublish online (Pastie.com or Pastebin.com)Copy clipboardSupports poorly scanned and photographed pagesSubports low-
resolution imageSput file formatsJPEG, JFIF, PNG , BMP, PBM, PGM, PPM, PCXCompressed files: Unix compress, bzip2, bzip, gzipMulti page documents: TIFF, PDF, DjVuDOCX, ODT files with imagesMultiple images in file format qIP ArchiveOutputOutputPlain text (TXT)Microsoft Word
(DOC)Adobe Acrobat (PDF) AfrikaansAmharicArabicAssaese ValencianCebuanoCzechChinese - SimplifiedChinese - SimplifiedChinese - Simplified (vertical)Chinese - Traditional -- Traditional (vertical)CherokeeWelshDanishDanishDanishFengGermanGerman FrakturDzongkhaGreek,
Modern (1453-)EnglishEngland, Medium (1100-1500)EsperantoMat / Equation Detection ModuleEstonianBasquePersianFinnishFrenchFrankishFrench, Medium (ca.1400-1600)IrishGalicianGreek, Ancient (up to 1453)GujarjaratianHaitianati Haitian
CreoleHebrewHindiCroatianHungarianInuktitutIndonesianIcelandicItalianItalianItalian - OldJavaneseJapaneseJapanese (vertical)KannadaGeorgianGeorgian - OldKazCentrakhal KhmerKirghiz; KyrgyzKoreiKorei (vertical)KurdishKurdish (Arabic)LaoLatvianLuian Luxemburgh
BamamaMachiMacedonianMaltesMongolianMaoriMaoryMalayMayMaliPaliDutch; FlemishNorvegiyanOchchitan (post 1500)OriaPanjabi; PunjabiPolisPortuguesPusto; Pashto KechuaRomanyan; Moldovan; Moldovan Russian SanskritInhala; Sinhalizlaslovaslovskiy
FrakturslovensionIndhiPanish; CastilianSpanish; Castilian - OldAlbanianSerbianSerbian - LatinSundaneseSwahiliSyriacTamilTatarTeluguTajikTajikTajikTajikTajikTajikTagalogTaTyTigrinTongaTurchichUygur; UygurukrainianUrduUzbekUzbek - Kirill Vietnamzeidshioruba Go to the contents of
Waste no more time on tedious retyping! Free OCR by the way is the most effective text recognition solution that OCR performs in your spare time. It converts any image or scanned document into an edited Word document. Within a few clicks, you'll have a fully edited paper document in
your favorite word processor. Free OCR to Word has the ability to identify text in image files and turn it into an electronic document. He can OCR on all key and many rare image formats including JPG/JPEG, TIF/TIFF, BMP, GIF, PNG, EMF, WMF, JPE, ICO, JFIF, PCX, PSD, PCD, TGA
and more. Free OCR to Word can be associated with all the major types of scanners, allowing you to directly scan all your paper documents, logs, reports and forms into our free OCR software to convert images into text. The industry-leading OCR technology guarantees an OCR accuracy
of up to 98%. It has no problem identifying text in low resolution and low image contrast. You can save a lot of time by cross-checking and reprinting. Free OCR to Word provides a new way to translate printed text into a digital file that can be modified or edited into a word processor. It's a
great solution for archiving a paper word and de-cluttering your workspace, posting documents online or on a local corporate network, emailing documents in popular document formats, etc. for free. Gives the best ever quality Secure without malware (en) Works on Windows and Mac
Download - This free OCR by the way provides a convenient interface and does not need the support of a third party program. It edits scanned documents for images, such as text file editing, and can save text up to MS Word. High-precision conversion, easy to use, smart selection tools.
Our OCR experts have tested the latest versions of Free OCR to Word, and we consider it the best overall value for business users. Our sample documents ranged from simple text files to detailed diagrams and complex mathematical equations. Free OCR to Word recreated them with the
same layout, fonts and colors as the original documents. PDF is one of the most beloved formats for its ability to maintain the integrity of documents. PDF is ubiquitous and flexible as a cross-platform file format - you can publish a PDF... The first question that comes to mind when terms like
OCR come around is what is OCR? In order to answer that first, we need to know what it is... Let's say you want to edit and analyze information in a book using a computer. How would you do that? It sounds obvious to just scan the book. But... What people thought impossible, it's not!
There is software that can completely extract text from an image or a FILE PDF and issue it as a Word file... The Internet is a huge and huge world where we can find almost anything we want. For people who have had problems while reading PDF files and images ... People believed that
there was no remedy for those PDF files where reading was impossible. no activity as annoying as trying to figure out what the PDF file said... OCR, short for optical character recognition, is a kind of technology that helps people extract textual content from a wide range of documents such
as scanned documents, typewritten documents, Adobe PDF, ... How to use OCR: Create PDF files from any app, anytime, anywhere! Work online through PDF Online or offline by downloading a PDF Desktop soda to your computer. Do more with pdf documents! Use the magic of OCR to
convert text into a PDF document into simple text that can be copied, pasted, and edited. Once you've created a PDF file, access it by uploading it to your computer and browsing the browser. OCR means optical recognition software. The earliest version of OCR technology was invented in
1914, long before the invention of PDF or other digital document formats. It was used to read lines of text and convert them into telegraph code. OCR is now used everywhere from data entry to license plate recognition and has become a key tool for recognizing and digitizing handwritten
and scanned documents. More on OCR have a lot of files to recognize and convert with OCR? No worries! The PDF soda gives you the ability to package to recognize text from multiple files at once! Need to digitize paper documents? Just sit back and watch OCR do its magic! Scan the
document, use OCR to recognize the text inside and convert the file to PDF. Try our handy online PDF Creator tool to create brand new PDF files from photos, documents, or even excel sheets! Restrictions on the size and daily use of best pdf ocr to word converter online
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